The atomic structure of Al 90 Sm 10 metallic glass is studied using molecular dynamics simulations. By performing a long sub-T g annealing, we developed a glass model closer to the experiments than the models prepared by continuous cooling. Using the cluster alignment method, we found that "3661" cluster is the dominating short-range order in the glass samples. The connection and arrangement of "3661" clusters, which define the medium-range order in the system, are enhanced significantly in the sub-T g annealed sample as compared with the fast cooled glass samples. Unlike some strong binary glass formers such as Cu 64.5 Zr 35.5 , the clusters representing the short-range order do not form an interconnected interpenetrating network in Al 90 Sm 10, which has only marginal glass formability. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx
INTRODUCTION
Since the first metallic glass (MG) is discovered in 1960s, 1 there has been extensive interest in developing and understanding this new family of materials.
2-8 Among the many unresolved puzzles, a fundamental issue is to understand the underlying structural order in MGs. 9 Although MGs do not have well-defined long-range order as crystalline metals, many recent experiments [10] [11] [12] and theoretical modeling [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have reported short-to medium-range order in MG systems. Here, the short-range order (SRO) is commonly defined as the local atomic arrangement within the first coordination shell, while the medium-range order (MRO) refers to the next-level structural organization, such as the spatial correlations of the local structural "units" which are connected and arranged to fill three-dimensional space. 17 Aluminum-rare-earth (Al-RE) alloys have been well demonstrated to form glasses under rapid quenching from liquid melts. The as-formed glasses, usually containing more than 85 at. % Al, have much desired large strength-to-weight ratio. The Al-Sm system is a representative member of the Al-RE alloys and offers the widest glass forming composition range in the Al-RE series. 21 Furthermore, an array of stable and metastable crystalline phases is also attainable from the glass phase upon reheating. [22] [23] [24] [25] Our previous studies have revealed a dominating SRO represented by an Sm-centered "3661" motif as shown in Fig. 1 , in which the first-shell atoms form a top triangle, two consecutive hexagons, and a bottom atom, in the Al 90 Sm 10 undercooled liquid. 26 It should be noted that the "3661" motif is representative of a series of similar clusters. 26 Interestingly, the same packing motif was also found in two metastable crystalline phases in devitrified Al 90 Sm 10 MG. 27, 28 In order to understand the amorphization and devitrification processes of Al 90 Sm 10 , a critical question to ask is how the "3661"-type SRO evolves and extends to MRO upon glass transition.
As molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can provide detailed atomic trajectories, they have become a powerful tool for investigating the structures and properties of MGs. 29 To generate MG samples, rapid cooling from metallic liquids is widely used in both experiments and computer simulations. [30] [31] [32] Such rapid cooling forbids the formation of crystalline phase and drives system to glassy state under the far-from-equilibrium condition. In such rapid solidification processes, the phase selection is critically dependent on the cooling rate. 30 It would be desirable to use the same cooling rate in computer simulation as that in the real experiment in order to have a fair comparison between the simulation results and experimental measurements. However, time scale is a big challenge in most of the current atomistic simulations, and a large gap of cooling rate between the simulated MG (faster than 10 9 K/s) and real MG from experiments ($10 3 -10 6 K/s) 31 is commonly found in the literature. Recently, it has been demonstrated that annealing simulated samples below but close to the glass transition temperature (sub-T g ) can effectively accelerate structural relaxation and help achieve a more realistic atomistic model for MG. 33, 34 In this paper, we employ the sub-T g annealing method to investigate the evolution of the structural order of Al 90 Sm 10 MG by MD simulations. MG samples have been generated with an effective cooling rate as slow as 5.7 Â 10 7 K/s, which is about two orders of magnitude lower than the conventional cooling rates used in most of the MD simulations. Based on the partial pair correlation functions (PCF), we show that the Sm-Sm pair correlation in the sub-T g annealed samples changes dramatically from fast cooled samples. This change results in a structure a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: fzhang@ameslab.gov factor much closer to experiments. Using the cluster alignment method, 35 "3661" SRO surrounding Sm atoms is found to be abundant in the glass samples. Comparing the samples with different cooling processes, we show a significant impact of lowering effective cooling rates on the enhancement of SRO and MRO in the MG models.
METHODS
To perform long-time, large-scale MD simulation, we employ a semi-empirical potential 36 in the Finnis-Sinclair form for the energy calculations. This potential has been demonstrated to well reproduce the pair distribution functions of Al 90 Sm 10 liquid in equilibrium (above the melting point) from ab initio MD simulations. 36 In Fig. 2 , we show the pair distribution functions, as well as the distribution of the alignment score with the "3661" motif, obtained by both classical and ab initio MD simulations for undercooled Al 90 Sm 10 liquid at 800 K, which again show favorable comparisons. The constant number of atoms, pressure, and temperature (NPT) ensemble is applied with Nose-Hoover thermostats. The time step of the simulation is 2.5 fs. The liquid sample, containing 4500 Al atoms and 500 Sm atoms, are initially held at 2000 K for 2.5 ns to reach equilibrium. Then the liquid is continuously cooled down with a constant rate 10 10 K/s to 650 K, which is below the T g $ 693 K. 36 After that, the as-quenched sample is annealed isothermally at 650 K for 843 ns, followed by a continuous cooling at 10 10 K/s to 300 K. The total simulation time spent on the process was 1013 ns, corresponding to an averaged cooling rate 1.68 Â 10 9 K/s. To demonstrate the effect of the sub-T g annealing, five other Al 90 Sm 10 glass samples are generated using uniform continuous cooling from 2000 K to 300 K with different cooling rates at 10 , and 10 9 K/s, respectively. In order to eliminate the effect of atomic thermal motions on local atomic structures, the averaged atomic positions over 10 000 successive MD steps at 300 K are used to represent the structure of each glass sample.
The total structure factors S(q) of the MD samples are calculated with the Faber-Ziman formalism 37 SðqÞ ¼ -11 S 11 ðqÞ þ -12 S 12 ðqÞ þ -22 S 22 ðqÞ;
( 1) where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to Al and Sm species, respectively. The weight factor -ij are determined by the composition (molar fraction) of the two species c 1 and c 2 and the q-dependent atomic scattering factors f 1 ðqÞ and f 2 ðqÞ
S ij ðqÞ in Eq.
(1) are the partial structure factors which can be obtained by Fourier transform of the corresponding partial pair correlation functions
where q is the number density of the relevant atom species in the sample. The SRO is analyzed by checking the similarity of local clusters extracted from MD samples to certain template motifs, using the cluster alignment method. An alignment score, describing how the aligned cluster deviates from the motif, is defined as where N is the number of the neighbor atoms in the template; r ic andr it are the atom positions in the aligned cluster and template, respectively; and a is a coefficient to adapt the template's bond length. The range of a is between 0.8 and 1.2, which allows a large enough "breathing" room for the bond length in templates, in order to achieve an optimal alignment. The smaller score indicates a higher similarity between the cluster and the template.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to show the effectiveness of sub-T g annealing on this system, we first show the potential energy, which is an important parameter to measure the stability of the glass samples, 39 in Fig. 3 at T ¼ 300 K for all the models with different cooling processes. One can see a linear dependence of the potential energy on the logarithm of the cooling rate for the continuously cooled samples. Such behavior is also observed in the Cu-Zr system. 33, 34 Assuming the linear relationship persists for even lower cooling rates, extrapolation of the least-square fitting yields an effective continuous cooling rate of 5.7 Â 10 7 K/s for the sample annealed at 650 K. Therefore, this sub-T g annealing approach speeds up the simulation by 28 times in comparison with the simulation under uniform continuous cooling using the same computer time.
The sub-T g annealing of Al 90 Sm 10 glass provides a more realistic glass model to investigate how the structural order evolves in the glassy state during the simulations. In Figs. 4(a)-4(c), we plot the partial pair correlation functions g(r) for all the simulated samples, which clearly exhibits amorphous features as characterized by attenuating broad peaks. In Fig. 4(a) , although the peaks of g AlAl (r) in different samples are mostly overlapped, one can observe a slight enhancement on the second peak with decreasing cooling rate. In Fig. 4(b) , all the peaks are enhanced in the slower cooled samples. And the sample prepared with sub-T g annealing always has the highest peaks in both g AlAl (r) and g AlSm (r). In Fig. 4(c) , g SmSm (r) shows the most noticeable change among different samples. When the cooling rate decreases, the first peak of g SmSm (r) decreases dramatically and becomes sharper, while the second peak at the range between 5.1 Å and 7.2 Å tends to split to two peaks. The sample prepared with sub-T g annealing follows the same trends and shows the largest deviation from the fast quenched samples, suggesting it is effectively the "slowest" cooled glass among all the samples. Furthermore, a small side peak at r ¼ 4.8 Å splitting from the first peak is only observed in two slowest samples: the sample quenched with10 9 K/s and the annealed sample, while the side peak in the annealed sample is stronger.
Based on the partial pair correlation functions, the structure factors S(q) of MD models at T ¼ 300 K are calculated and compared with the experimental measurement reported in Ref. 40 as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Although there is a slight shift of peak positions at high-q, the main peaks from simulations and experiments agree well. Furthermore, the prepeak at $1:3Å À1 , which is an intrinsic feature of Al-rich MGs, 9, 23 is also well captured by the simulations. As shown in the insert of Fig. 4(d) , the sample prepared with sub-T g annealing shows a much stronger prepeak than the continuously cooled samples. Since the prepeak at the low-q region generally reflects certain medium-range correlations in real space, 41 lowering the effective cooling rate enhances the MRO in the system and brings the MRO closer to real MG.
To understand the topological packing in the glass models, we first characterize the local SRO in the system. Because of the large size disparity and mixing enthalpy between Al and Sm atoms, the overall structure feature is mostly determined by the solute Sm-centered ordering in this solute-lean system. 26, 42 Here, we focus on studying how the Sm-centered "3661" clusters, which we identified in undercooled Al 90 Sm 10 liquids, 26 develop in glassy samples. The score distribution of alignment with the "3661" template for all the MD samples is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The glassy structure displays better "3661" order when prepared with slower cooling rate, as the distribution function gradually shifts toward the lower values of the alignment score. The score distribution of the inherent structure at the beginning of the long annealing process is also included in Fig. 5(a) , further showing the effect of sub-T g annealing on enhancing the "3661" order. Here, for all the samples shown in Fig. 5(a) , the deviation of non-"3661" clusters from the ideal template is continuous, leading to gradually increasing alignment scores. Thus, no separate peak characterizing non-"3661" Sm-centered clusters are observed. Since the glass sample should have much less distortion in the structural orders than that of liquid sample, we choose a strict cutoff value of 0.16, which is smaller than the one used for the liquid samples, 26 to classify the "3661"-type clusters in glass. The fraction of "3661" clusters in all the MD samples is plotted as a function of cooling rate in Fig. 5(b) . The sample obtained from the sub-T g 650 K annealing contains more "3661" clusters than the other continuous cooled samples. The plot shows an approximately linear dependence between the fraction of "3661" clusters and the logarithm of the effective cooling rate, which is quite similar to the behavior of the icosahedral SRO in the Cu-Zr system. 33 In Fig. 5(c) , the population of "3661" cluster is compared with other AlSm cluster motifs, such as the Sm-centered clusters from observed b-Al 4 Sm phase and a-A l1 Sm 3 phase. These two phases are both observed in the experiments, 25 and the motifs of the Sm-centered clusters are found to be topologically different from 3661. 26 As other motifs show only vanishing populations, it indicates that "3661" motif is always the most dominating SRO in the Al 90 Sm 10 undercooled liquid and glass samples, independent of the temperature, cooling rate used during quenching, or the cut-off value for the alignment scheme. 26 To understand the development of structure orders, we calculated the evolution of "3661" clusters in the inherent structures of samples during quenching. Here, we take the snapshots from the trajectory during Al 90 Sm 10 cooling process (with cooling rate 10 10 K/s), and instantaneously quench each snapshot to 0 K to obtain inherent structures. Then the "3661"-type Sm-centered clusters in the inherent structures are identified with the cluster alignment scheme. As shown in Fig. 5(d) , upon decreasing the temperature, the population of "3661"-type cluster increases rapidly above T g and reaches a nearly constant value after passing the sub-T g (650 K) region, suggesting that annealing at a sub-T g temperature around 650 K is ideal for further development of the "3661" order. Considering the linear dependence of potential energy on the logarithm of the effective cooling rate as shown in Fig. 3 , the increase of "3661" orders lowers the system energy and enhances the stability of the glass.
Next, we study how the structural order is extended to medium range by examining how these SRO clusters are arranged globally in the three-dimensional space. 17 Here, we introduce the radial distribution function of the center atoms in "3661" clusters G c (r) to show the correlation among the "3661" clusters. G c (r) is defined as G c ðrÞ ¼ 4pr 2 q c g c ðrÞ, where g c ðrÞ is the pair correlation function calculated only for the center Sm atom in "3661" clusters and q c is the number density of the "3661" centers in the sample. As shown in Fig. 6(a) , while the other peaks show strong dependence on the cooling process, the first peak of G c (r) largely overlaps for all the glass samples. The first peak is originated from interpenetrating connection of two neighboring "3661" clusters, i.e., the centers of the two clusters form a nearestneighbor pair. An example of such interpenetration is given in the insert of Fig. 6(b) . The overlapping of the first peak indicates that the interpenetrating connectivity is almost the same. In fact, for all the samples, about $70% of the "3661" clusters do not have any interpenetrating neighbors, and most of the remaining "3661" clusters have only one neighbor, forming a "dimer"-like structure. It is interesting to note that even in the annealed sample, the "3661" clusters still form only dimers, instead of other superclusters with higher degrees. This is strikingly different from some strong glass formers such as Cu 64.5 Zr 35.5 , in which the icosahedral clusters form an extensive interpenetrating network that can percolate through the entire sample. 34, 43, 44 Since interpenetration of two clusters is characterized by the fact that a vertex of one cluster is the center of the other, we then check the possibility of each of the 16 vertices of a "3661" cluster being the center of a neighboring "3661" cluster. As shown in Fig. 6(c) , the Vertex 17 in the insert of Fig. 6(c) has the highest possibility [this way of interpenetration is shown in the insert of Fig. 6(b) ], while the other 15 vertices can also be interpenetrated. Thus, there can be multiple ways of interpenetration for two neighboring "3661" clusters, which give rise to the ripples in the interpenetration curve in Fig. 6(b) . In the metastable devitrification products, only interpenetrated dimers illustrated in Fig. 6(b) are present, 27, 28 suggesting that this way of interpenetration is energetically the most favorable.
While the first peak of G c (r) is very similar for the samples with different cooling processes, the intensities of other peaks are dramatically enhanced with decreasing cooling rates. Furthermore, the splitting of the peak in the distance range between 5.1 Å and 7.2 Å is much stronger in G c (r) than that in the corresponding Sm-Sm pair-correlation g SmSm (r) in all the samples. Thus, the correlation among Sm-centered "3661" clusters makes a significant contribution to g SmSm (r) at distances beyond 4.5 Å . By analyzing the network between "3661" clusters in the sub-T g annealed sample, the peaks of G c (r) can be assigned to the different connecting types as shown in Fig. 6(b) . It can be seen that the peaks centered at 3.8 Å and 6.6 Å correspond to interpenetrating and vertex-sharing connection types of "3661" clusters, respectively. The peak at 5.8 Å is attributed to collective contributions from edge sharing and triangular face sharing. The broad peak between 4.5 Å and 5.0 Å is mainly due to both triangular and quadrangular face sharing. These results demonstrate that while interpenetrating connections remain similar, the sub-T g annealing enhances MRO by promoting edge, face, and vertex sharing of SRO clusters.
In summary, we performed MD simulations using sub-T g annealing and continuous cooling techniques to generate atomistic models for Al 90 Sm 10 MG. We showed that the structure factor of the sub-T g annealed sample is closer to the experimental result, indicating a closer atomic structure to the experimental MG. Using the cluster alignment method, we identified the "3661" cluster as the characteristic SRO of the system. Both SRO and MRO, which is defined by the global arrangement of SRO clusters, significantly enhance as the cooling rate reduces. On the other hand, unlike strong glass formers, interpenetrating SRO clusters do not form an extensive interpenetrating network even for the sub-T g annealed sample, which could be responsible for the marginal glass-formability of the Al 90 Sm 10 system.
